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NGC, NCS and PMG Open Hong Kong Submission Center 
 
 
SARASOTA, Fla. (January 22, 2014) — The Certified Collectibles Group (CCG) has announced the 
opening of a submission office in Hong Kong. Located in the Harbour City area, the fully staffed office 
will accept submissions for NGC®, NCS® and PMG® as well as coordinate shipping, provide complete 
insurance coverage and offer customer support. 

 
Tru Tran, the regional sales manager for CCG in Hong Kong, is available to answer questions and 
meet with clients. He may be reached by email at ttran@NGCcoin.com or by phone at +852-2115-
3639. To submit coins and currency for CCG services, collectors and dealers should contact Tru to set 
up an appointment. 

 
In addition to accepting regular submissions to NGC, NCS and PMG, the Hong Kong office will be the 
location for NGC on-site grading several times each year. An on-site grading schedule will soon be 
posted to the NGC website. 

 
To coincide with the office opening, NGC and PMG have launched new Hong Kong websites: 
NGCcoin.hk and PMGnotes.hk. Collectors and dealers can find additional information and regular 
updates at these sites. 

 
“The Hong Kong office will allow CCG to better serve the growing demand for NGC grading, NCS 
conservation and PMG grading throughout Asia,” said Steven R. Eichenbaum, CEO of CCG. “This 
office will significantly simplify the process of submitting coins and notes.” 

 
 
About Certified Collectibles Group® (CCG®) 
The Certified Collectibles Group (CCG) is an umbrella organization consisting of Numismatic Guaranty 
Corporation of America (NGC), the largest and most respected third-party coin grading service; 
Numismatic Conservation Services (NCS), the leading coin conservation service; Paper Money 
Guaranty (PMG), the leading currency certification service; Certified Guaranty Corporation (CGC), the 
first independent and impartial third-party grading service in comics; and Classic Collectible Services 
(CCS ), the world's leading comic book pressing, restoration and restoration removal company. 

 
CCG, NGC, NCS, PMG and CGC are trademarks or registered trademarks in the United States and / or other countries. All 
other names and marks referenced in this release are the trade names, trademarks or service marks of their respective 
owners. 
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